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Over the last decade, the Telecom industry has undergone dramatic changes. Following 
changes in the business environment, the Telecom industry is experiencing new transfer 

pricing (“TP”) challenges. Our TP team at Copenhagen Economics has extensive 

experience in assisting Telecom industry participants (“industry participants”) to develop and 

implement TP policies tailored to their specific business.

INTRODUCTION
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Content Solutions

In this presentation, we outline:

• Industry challenges and trends 

• Our TP experience in the Telecom 

industry

• TP services we provide

With our vast experience in developing and defending 

TP arrangements in the Telecom industry, we can help 
you to proactively address tax risks. To do so, we 

assist in:

• Design of Telecom-tailored TP structures

• Valuation of complex transactions (e.g. brands, 

digital technologies and subsea cables)

• Tax Audits by combining our industry expertise with 

corroborative approaches

• Integration of acquired businesses into the 

Group’s existing TP structure

• TP documentation

We employ customer-specific economic TP analyses 

to defend the arm’s length nature of your intra-group 

transactions in compliance with OECD guidelines and 

national legislation.

• Copenhagen Economics is a leading 

economics and TP firms in Europe. 

• Founded in 2000, the firm currently 

employs 100 staff in our offices in Brussels, 
Copenhagen, Helsinki and Stockholm. 

• We support clients across the globe, with 
our multinational team of TP 

professionals.



Telecom Industry: Trends & Challenges – Sounds familiar?
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1. OTT = Over-the-top. 2. IoT=Internet of Things. 3. DEMPE = Development, Enhancement, Maintenance, Protection, Exploitation.  

The Telecom industry is characterised by rapid transformations and disruptions: mobile and fixed line services are overhauled in 
importance by the emergence of new service offerings, primarily driven by data usage. Such technological developments

enable new products. This in turn leads to increased competition and new competitors entering the industry: OTT1 players, IT 

providers, IoT2 players etc. 

Telecom operators respond to this competition through (1) innovation and (2) operational efficiency and excellence to 
combat decreasing ARPU and increasing churn rates. 

We outline our approach to these and additional challenges in more detail in the following slides. 

OUR TP EXPERIENCE IN THE TELECOM INDUSTRY 

Many industry participants perform high value-adding functions centrally, including, commercial 

and technical services specific to the Telecom industry. Here, we find one key TP 
consideration to be the appropriate remuneration of these functions based on their value 

creation, e.g. via a management fee. Since such fees may be contested by local tax authorities, it 
is crucial to base the remuneration on substantive economic analyses and evidence. 

Simultaneously, many activities are performed jointly by multiple central and local entities. Such 
activities may include the DEMPE3 of intangibles (e.g. brands). As with acquisitions or 
divestments of assets/entities, we find it key to use valuation techniques, rather than relying on 

benchmarks to capture the unique features of the intangibles.  

We have worked with 
clients in the Telecom 
industry across 
continents and with a 
variety of transfer 
pricing challenges. 

For instance:  



Our Approach to TP challenges in the Telecom Industry: Overview
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Centralised Services

Assets

Telecom Products / Innovation

M&A Activity
Loans, Cash Pools, 
Guarantees, Treasury 
functions

Centre of Excellence Procurement

Bandwidth Capacity Central PlatformsBrands
Complex Physical 
Assets

TV & Media Content
Mobile Financial 
Services (“MFS”)

Digital product 
development

Data Centre Services

Restructurings Financial Transactions



OUR APPROACH TO TP CHALLENGES IN THE TELECOM INDUSTRY: 
Centralised Services
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Centre of Excellence

- A way to standardise and centralise expertise

Procurement

- A key step in the telecom value chain

Centers of excellence often support operating entities across multiple 

jurisdictions

• For such high-value adding services, a cost-based remuneration 

may not be sufficient.  

• Industry-specific services are particularly challenging as they 

create value which cannot be benchmarked.

• How to determine an arm’s length remuneration for centralised

procurement functions? 

• We determine the applicable i/co remuneration based on 

the value created (e.g. contributing to incremental revenue, 

driving cost savings etc.) by each Centre of Excellence 

• We design the charge-out mechanism across the operating 

entities. 

• It is critical to distinguish savings from economies of scale vis-à-vis 

savings from e.g. negotiation know-how.

To determine an arm’s length remuneration for centralised

procurement, we:
1) Isolate the realised cost savings stemming from negotiation 

know-how

2) Select an appropriate measure to determine the allocation of 

the annual benefit amongst relevant entities. 

3) Take local contributions to the cost savings into account. 

TP Challenge Our Approach



OUR APPROACH TO TP CHALLENGES IN THE TELECOM INDUSTRY: 
Assets (1/2)

Sale-and-lease back arrangements (e.g. for towers, subsea cables) 
can decrease investment costs while still allow access to the benefits 
of the asset.

Any internal restructurings pre-divestment needs to be at arm’s 
length. 

We conduct valuations of complex physical assets which both 

fulfill the arm’s length test and which are aligned with fair market 

values as per later external transfers.  

Alternatively, leasing unused capacity to third parties may provide an 

additional source of revenue.

New business divisions may be established to run the leasing 

business, for which a TP structure needs to be developed.

We design TP systems for new business structures while ensuring a 

consistency with the overall Group TP structure. 
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1. Development, Enhancement, Maintenance, Protection, Exploitation

Brands

- A key source of differentiation to stay competitive 

Complex Physical Assets

- A direct revenue source or an opportunity to slim down capital investments? 

Brands are often used and developed by various entities within a 

Group:

A local entity exploits global/regional brands developed by 

affiliates.

Multiple entities contribute to the DEMPE1 of a brand

Dual-branding strategies: local brands are used in conjunction 

with global brands

We assess the actual profit generated by individual Telecom 

brands, based on how and where the brand value actually 

manifests.

We do not rely on royalty benchmarks (CUP). 

We determine how royalties should be split i/co, based on each 

party’s relative contribution to the DEMPE of each brand.

We have applied and defended these methods in multiple continents.

TP Challenge Our Approach



Platforms are often developed, owned, operated and maintained by 

different entities.

What fee should be charged for the right to use the platform?

What remuneration is attributable to the platform’s developer 

vis-à-vis for operational and maintenance services?

We make use of valuation techniques to determine the value of 

platforms. 

We then determine arm’s length fees to be charged by:

• the platform developer and owner for the granting of the license 

• the platform operator for its maintenance services
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Bandwidth Capacity

- Owned or leased to gain capacity required to provide broadband and fixed line services

Central Platforms

- The backbone of the telecom industry → Product offering includes Video-on-Demand, M2M and TV

How to allocate revenues from sales of indefeasible right of use 

(“IRUs”) across international waters within a Group? 

It has been common practice to allocate revenues from the 

leasing of bandwidth capacity based on each entity’s 

investments into the respective communications system.

Other functions such as sales and technology may also 

generate value!

We take into account agreement terms such as:

• Bandwidth

• length

• Route

• Timeframe

Together with high value-adding functions performed by the 

various entities of the Group.

We perform valuations of subsea cable assets when they are 

transferred/centralised i/co.

OUR APPROACH TO TP CHALLENGES IN THE TELECOM INDUSTRY: 
Assets (2/2)

TP Challenge Our Approach



OUR APPROACH TO TP CHALLENGES IN THE TELECOM INDUSTRY: 
Restructurings
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M&A Activity

-Acquisitions and divestments: common due to market, reputational and regulatory pressures

Acquisitions need to be integrated in the Group from a TP 

perspective: 

The integration of people, network, processes and IP may 

impact the existing TP structure. 

Divestments and disposals often call for a re-examination of TP 

policies throughout the group.

Business restructurings may raise tax questions regarding prices, 

adjustment clauses etc.

We establish TP schemes for newly acquired businesses, which 

are carefully executed based on the specificities of local 

regulations and services/functions performed in the various 

jurisdictions. 

We also consider potential synergies generated by the 

acquisitions and/or restructuring and allocate them across the 

entities generating such synergies.

For divestments, we also provide valuations for disposal of assets 

and going concerns.

TP Challenge Our Approach



OUR APPROACH TO TP CHALLENGES IN THE TELECOM INDUSTRY: 
Telecom Products / Innovation (1/2)

Data centers are typically hosted by one entity and used by 

other related entities for internal purposes & to sell data-related 

services to local customers.

We delineate data center services into their individual 

components: 
• Solution design;
• Data storage;
• Solution sales;
• Data transmission
• etc. 

to determine an arm’s length remuneration for each party involved in 

the provision of said services, taking into account potential 

comparable transactions with external companies.
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Product development in the sphere of Digitalisation

-Advances in digitalisation lead to the development of digital services

Data Centre Services and Solutions

-Demand for data storage solutions create upselling opportunities (e.g. cloud-based solutions, IT “as a service” solutions, and managed services)

Which functions create value in the ideation, creation, 

development and deployment of digital services?

What remuneration is appropriate for these functions?

Which party (and hence, jurisdiction) is entitled to the returns 

from the provision of such digital services?

Understanding the relative contributions to the value chain 

is key for new service lines, such as digital services. 

Through our economic models, we single out the value of 

individual functions in the digital services value chain. 

We map out and determine the appropriate returns for 

each party in the value chain and transfer these findings into 

a lean and manageable TP system.

TP Challenge Our Approach



MFS are typically managed by a dedicated MFS entity 

holding a banking license and is separate from the Telecom 

entity. 

Still, both the MFS and the Telecom entity may be provide 

services to each other, granting access to customers, sharing 

the network, etc. 

These i/co transactions must be priced to ultimately 

determine the costs and revenues of both entities.

We help clients identify the functions, assets and related risks that 

contribute to the development of the MFS business. 

We determine arm’s length transfer prices for domestic i/co transactions 

between Telecom operating entities and MFS entities, as well as for the 

cross-border use of shared trademarks, platforms, and services.
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TV / Media Content

-A way to combat declining sales in traditional fixed and mobile products

MFS

-Provided in over 90 countries, enhancing financial inclusion across less developed markets

Access to content/TV channels internally need to be 

priced to ensure that all parties generating value in the 

transaction are compensated at arm’s length

Should external partnerships should be entered into 

locally or centrally?

We have designed TP systems for the value chain of TV services, including:

• Sourcing or development of content;

• Production of a TV channel in-house;

• Generation of advertisement revenue; and

• Sale of the proprietary TV service via local operating entities

We aim to develop systems that: 
• Simplify the transaction flows

• Ensure that revenues from subscriptions fees and advertisement sales 

are appropriately apportioned based on functions performed and 
ownership of programming contracts/broadcasting rights. 

OUR APPROACH TO TP CHALLENGES IN THE TELECOM INDUSTRY: 
Telecom Products / Innovation (2/2)

TP Challenge Our Approach



OUR APPROACH TO TP CHALLENGES IN THE TELECOM INDUSTRY: 
Financial Transactions
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Intercompany Financial Transactions

- A possible way to achieve financial and administrative efficiencies? 

In recent years, new guidance on how to price i/co financial 

transactions at arm’s length has been developed (most prominently 

Chapter X of the 2022 OECD TP Guidelines). 

Financial transactions are a focus are for many tax authorities

The new guidance should be adhered to, to minimise

disagreements with tax authorities 

Determining a proper remuneration for treasury functions is key

We structure TP compliant financing systems, which ensure 
sufficient funding and allow better cash management.

We conduct a variety of economic analyses to set arm’s length 

remunerations:

• Interest rate determination for loans

• Guarantees fee pricing

• Remuneration for cash pools

• Remuneration for functions performed and risks assumed by 
centralised treasury functions

TP Challenge Our Approach
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Our Telecom TP experience across the world

Countries where we have provided advise in the Telecom industry



Transfer pricing at Copenhagen Economics

We help our Clients by determining and defending the remuneration for service, IP, and finance i/co transactions globally. Our methods are based 

on the most recent local and OECD/BEPS guidelines, employ state-of-the art economic models and are tailored to the case at hands. We support our 

Clients in designing their TP Policy, defending these in tax audits, and providing compliant TP documentation as well as second opinions on existing TP 

policies.

TP Policy set-up

We support our clients in designing global holistic 
Transfer Pricing Policies:

• Setting up of TP Policies upon business 

changes, M&A, or changes in regulations

• Assessing the arm’s length value for the i/co 

transfer of goods, services, IP, and financing

• Structuring of i/co license systems for brand, 

technologies, and know-how

• Designing the arm’s length structure for 

R&D/Service Cost Contribution Arrangements

• Implementing and defending TP Policies 

locally

We assist our clients in implementing global 

transfer pricing documentation:

• Master file, Country file and Country-by-

country Reporting, according to the latest 

OECD/BEPS regulations

• Customer-tailored economic analyses to 

assess the arm’s length nature of i/co 

transactions

• Economic support to law firms in Advance 

Pricing Agreements with the authorities

• Second opinions and review of current 

transfer pricing documentation

We defend our clients in local tax audits and 

tax litigation proceedings:

• Evaluation of the economic benefits 

stemming from (centrally) provided services and 

intangibles for local tax audits (“Benefit tests”)

• Valuation of complex transactions subject to 

tax assessments (e.g. intangibles, licensing, 
services, etc.) and potential exit taxation

• Pre/in tax audit risk assessments & 
defensive strategies

• Expert testimony in court

TP Documentation and APA TAX Audits

HENDRIK FÜGEMANN

Partner
+46 7 6187 2665 
hef@copenhageneconomics.com

CHARLOTTA ZIENAU

Managing Economist
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